
 

 

VALOGIX
®
 MultiLink Inventory Planner manages an unlimited number of items and locations in a single 

database. Users have instant visibility to the Master warehouse, to field stock, and everything in between. The 

proprietary planning engine efficiently plans for each item\location combination based on its unique charac-

teristics. For example, a regional warehouse replenishes lower level and field locations; therefore, it is both a 

supplier and warehouse location. This allows VALOGIX MultiLink to handle different lead times, costs, and 

other variables for more precise planning.  

Inventory Analysis 

MultiLink gives you instant information on 

every item in your inventory. Active, Ex-

cess and Inactive items are automatically 

segmented for high visibility and ease of 

planning and managing. This information is 

archived in MultiLink so you can track pro-

gress from one year to the next. 

MultiLink
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VALOGIX MultiLink forecasts future demand, creates a balanced optimized inventory, and creates new pur-

chase orders and transfers automatically. MultiLink gives employees more time to focus on ways to improve 

their business like satisfying customers and vendor relations. And there is the added benefit of improving 

positive cash flow quickly, and with less time and effort. 

Location replenishment is setup during 

implementation allowing MultiLink to 

properly forecast, plan and replenish 

every item at every location. MultiLink 

can manage an unlimited number of items 

and locations. 

Experience the Value of Inventory Optimization 

Product Brochure 

The Science and Power of Predictive Inventory Planning and Optimization  



 

 

MultiLink Includes These Additional Capabilities: 

Valogix solutions help you reduce inventory costs, improve employee productivity, increase equipment uptime, satisfy 

more orders the first time and increase customer satisfaction and loyalty. MultiLink provides planning by location and 

user for improved control and efficiency. 

Additional Key Features: 

 Rapid Item Locator - lets you search for any item in inventory  

 Auto Scheduler - provides automatic scheduled imports of data 

 All-in-One Planning Engine - robust planning engine provides complete end-to-end planning 

 Right Mouse Button Commands - provides quick access to key functions 

 Hot Keys - access to key functions at your fingertips 

 System Generated Optimal Stocking Quantity - eliminates need for manually setting reorder points and min/max 

quantities 

 User Customizable Features - the personal touch that enhances ease of use 

 Reverse Logistics - manages returns and repairs for maintenance and service organizations 

 New Item Planning - use the Proxy History function to automatically generate a forecast and plan for new items 
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Multi-Location Visibility and Planning 
 

You can view either Item History or Forecast with the Valogix Stocking Location Visual Network. You can see one or all 

levels at a glance. Select history or forecast data for any item by month. The automated roll-up function shows totals as the 

data displays from the lowest level up to the highest level. 
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Valogix Compliments Your Business Management Software  
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